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In this paper we introduce the concept of generaliz Boolean function. Such a function has 
its arguments and value-s in a Boolean &&a and can be written in a manner similar to the 
canonical disjunctive form, but instead of the product of sim@le or complkmented variables, the 
product of values of certain functions is used. Every Ba~lean function is a generalized Boolea 
one but the converse is not true. The set of all generalized Boolean function “ge:nerated” by 
some fixed function is a Boolean algebra. 
It is well known [2] that a simple Boolean function is built up from variables by 
superpositions of the operations of disjunction, conjunction and negation. Every 
Boolean function is obtained from a simple Boolean function by substituting fixed 
elements ‘of the Boolean algebra for certain variables. Every simple Boolean 
function is a Boolean function. In &is pap&r we extend the notion of Boolean 
function. For this we consider some t%.xed subset A of a Boolean algebra B, which 
contains 0 and 1 of B. Further, we define a set’ $(A, B) of functions g : A X 13 + 13 
such that for every n ER, {g(a, x)),,~ is an orthonormal slystem. A function 
f : B” -+ B is saidi to be a generalized Boolean: function if for some g E %?(14,13) the 
following property holds: 
It is prove6 tkt the set of generalized Boolean functions includes properly the se:t 
of Boolean functions and is included properly in the set of all functions defined on 
the Boolean algebra B. 
2. uIiiell_ m&an 
We consider a 
~~ 
Book in algebra U # (0, 1) and a finite subset A with thie 
proprty (0, 1) s A c B (u ‘c denote by c the proper inclusion). For every Boolean 
algebra B # (0, 1; we can choose such a subset since B has at least four elements. 
If j 1 : B” - + B and &: B” + B are arbitrary functions, we define the 
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funztions fI l fi, fI u fz tand fI as follows: 
(1) (fI s hk, . . . 9 4 =wl, . . . , X) l fh, . . . , u, 
(2) (fi ‘J j&, . . . , &I = fd’xl, . . . , rs) u j&, . . . , d, 
---. 
(3) j%~,, ’ l l , L) = jdx,, * l l ,&A 
where hk.,Y 66U>, and &I_?, in the right-hand sides a1.e used to designate the product, 
the union and the complement, respectively, iin lihe Boolean algebra B. 
De@niGorl 2. Let %(A, I3) be the set of those functions g : A x B + B which 
sackfy the following conditions: 
(la) g(0, 0) = g(1, 1) = 1, 
(lb) g(a, x)= n g(b, x). 
Remark I. %(A, E) is nonempty set as will be seen in Examples l-3 below. 
Rewk 2. 
relations: 
The condition (lb) of Definition 2 is equivalent with the following two 
(1) 
1 U da, d = 1, UGA 
1 
gh~).g@,~)=O, ufb. 
Emmple 1. The function g: A x B + B defined by: 
’ 
g(L2, X) = X6 
if&O, l),xEB, 
0 if a#O, l,xEB 
satisfies (1 a) and (lb). For, g(0, 0) = 6 = 1, g(1, 1) = 1 and also have: 
b _E(.ig(b, x) = g(L 4 l n W, 4 
F beA \{O.lI 
= z l 1 = z = g(0, J,), 
and duail>, for u = 1. iFor Q E A \{O, 1) -yve obtain: 
fi g(b, 4=g(O,x)*g(l,x)~ n g(b,x) 
b,-A \{a) beA \{a.O.l) 
=x*jc’* m g(b,xj=O=g(a,x). 
bGA\{O,l.a} 
;E ke 2. We consider some fixed element ati E A and g : A x B + B defined as 
I’ollows: 
gk, y) = 1 if[x=yEA:or[(x=uo)and(yEL!:\A!]j 
0 otherwise. 
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tit us prove that g E %(A, 13). We have ,g(Q, 0) = g&l) = 1 since. (t),:l) s A. tit 
us denote by ao, al,. . . , ak all the elements of A !k 3 1). We shall prove the 
following relations: 
g(Q0, yI’Ug(a,, YW- w&hc,y):=1, (2.1.) 
g(4, Y) * g(q, Y)=% i#b (2.2) 
If y E A, then there is an i, 0 s i s k such that y = e. By definition of g it follows 
that g(q, 4) = 1, therefore U FSO g(q, y) = 1. If y E B \A, then g(uO, y) = 1, there- 
fore lJfZO g(fi, y) = 1. Thus (2.1) is verified for every y 0. To prove (2.2j we 
remark that at lea!st one of the elements g(qj, y), g(a,,, y) is zero. For, if y E A this 
assertion follows by the fact that we don’t have concomitantly q = y aknd a, =r y, 
while if y E B \ A we don’t have concomitan q=lto and q=a,. 
, 
Example 3. We consider the Bmlean algebra B = (0, I:, CT, 3}, the set A == (0, 1, a} 
and the function g : A x B + B defined in the follow:]ng matrix: 
1 a E 
0 1 0 0 0 
U 0 0 a i-i 
1 0 1 6 a 
It is easily seen that g satisfies (1). For, it is s&Kent to remark that ths union of 
all elements of fzvery column is 1 and the product of any two elements of a 
column is zero. 
We now give some properties of the elements of %(A, B), which are u:re:d later. 
Theo- 1. If g E %(A, B), then gfu, b) = 4) for b ~{0,1} and a+ b. 
Proof. For every b E (0, 1) we have g(b, b) = 1. Therefore 
g (a, b) =n E(c, b)G g(a b) = 0. cl 
ceA\{d 
Theorem 2. For any n 2 1 and (x,, a . . , .x,J E B” we hue 
* In order to prove this theorem we proceed by induction on n. For lt = 1 
the assertion is t?ue. Assume that this assertion is true for some natural number le. 
For n i- 1 we obtain: 
= u s(al, Xl) l l l g(q,, &) = 1. 
al.....a,,~A 
and thus the theorem is proved. a 
Themm~ 3* For every ( aI, . l . , a,,) E A” let C,, . . .% be an arbitrary element of B. 
(3.2) 
= U C, ,... &Cal, xl) ’ l l g(k, ~1. 
al,....a,,eA 
Roof. By Theorem 2 the East member of (3.1) becomes: 
= U sh, xl) l - l g(kd = 1. 
a,,...,~,eA 
The left-?land side of (3.2) becomes: 
since g(%, 4) l g(bi, q) = 0 for q # bi. 
‘The relations (3.3) follows now from (3.1) and (3.2). U 
(3.3) 
In the following definition we introduhz the concept of gmerdized Boolean 
fwzction. 
D 3* Let g be an element of %(A, JS) an& ,~t anawl n&x@& We-denote 
by GBFJg) the set of all functions f : B” + B with the property that for every, 
tx 1,*..,Jc&W’: : 1 / : “: ! i ’ ““j 
fC Xl, l .*,~~,=~~,.,~~~~~(~.,,***~,~)g(u~,.~~~ l l l gbId&)~ (4 
We denote by GBF,[A]= & gerB(,4.Rj GBF,(g) (where “ U ” is set-theoretical 
union). The elements of GBF,,[A] are called ge?2&ulized &&an fititions. 
Remark 3. We denote by RF, the set of all Boolean functions of p1 variables 
defined on the Boolean algebra B. 
Remark 4. GBF,,[A] includes the set BF,. For, tating the function g of Example 
1 we have GBF,(g) = BF,.. 
wie 4. We consider the function g of Example 3. Let us verify that the 
function f defined below is a generalized Boolean one: 
-- 
c a 
1 1 
a a 
a’ 1 
In our case, the relatiohr (4) becomes: 
f(x) = 42 l g@, x) u g(1, X) u 6 l g(a, x). 
We verify this relation for every x f B: 
a l g@, 0) lJ g(l, 0) u ii l g(a, 0) = f(C), 
Q l g@, wgu, 1)uz ’ g(a, 1)-a l 0U1Ua l C=l=f(l), 
a*g(O,u)Ug(l,u)U~~g(u,u)~=~~OUliUd~a=ii=f(a), 
Theorem 4. BF,, c GBF,[A] c I?? 
. The inclusion BF ,, s GBF,[A] is obtained from Remark 4. Let us prove 
that the inclusion is proper. Consider an element a0 E A and define the function 
f. : B -+ B as follows: 
f0 { 
x ifx:~A, 
OX = 
Assuming that f0 is a Boolean function we have: 
for all x E B. Since (0, 1) c A we have fO(0) = 0 and fO( 1) = 1. Therefore we should 
have fO( x) = x for every x E B, contradicting the definition of fO. It follows that f0 
is not a Boolean function. Let us prove that f0 E GBFIIA]. To do this, we consider 
the fun&on g of Example 2 and define the function h as follows: 
bt-zA 
we shall prove that h = fO. If x E A, then 
h(x)=x*g(x,x)U u b-g&x)=x, 
bEA\\Ix} 
since g(b, x) = 0 for b E A \{x). 
If ~EB\A, then 
h(x)= Qo l gbo, n)u U 6 l go.4 x)=ao, 
bcA\Iad 
since g(b, x) = 0 for 6 E A \{a,}. Therefore 
Mx) = U 6 l g@, x) = U f,(b) l g@, 4 
bcA bEA 
and thus f0 E GBF,[A]. 
By Theorem 2 we obtain: 
!-0(x11 = ,‘;k 6, l gh x,) 
= b 6, l g@,A l U g&,xk 9. g&G:: 
b,EA t+._,..b,EA 
= u 6, - g@,, x,1 l l l g@,, q,)a 
?,,....b,EA 
By introducing the fictitious arguments x2,. . . , x,, in f. we obtain the function 
p:B” +B below: 
B(X,, - * .,qJ= 
x1 ifx,EA,(x* ,..., x,,)EBn-l, 
a,, if x1EB\A,(x.2,. . .,x,&B"-? 
This function is in GBFJA] since 
Ph * * * 9 &l)=fn(x1)= U p(h . . .q b,) l db,, x,! l l l g&x, 0 b, 
. . . ..b..cA 
Awming that p is in BF, we should have for every ( y, . . . , AT,,) E B*: 
pLq* - . . ,3&J= iJ p(al,...,&)x:l l - * x> 
a,.....c&,E{O, 11 
1 =X 1 l 1=x1, 
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contradicting the definition of p since p(y, x2, . . . , x,,) = a0 for y E B \ A and 
x2:, . . ..&EB. 
To prove that there are functions f : B” -+ B which are not in GBFJA] we 
consider the Eollowing function: 
f( 
if (xl,...,x,.,)EA”, 
X1’, . . ..x.)= 
Assuming that f is a generalized Boolean function we should have f(xl, . . . , x,J = 
Ofor all (x~,...,~&B”. 0 
Theorem 5. For every g E %(A, B), GBF,,(g) is a Boolean algebra of functions. 
Proof. Immediate from Definition 1, relation (4) and Theorem 3. Cl 
We denote by 1x1 the cardinality of the set X. 
Theomm 6. 7he Boolean algebra GE&,(g) has IB[lA1” elements. 
Proof. Immediate by the fact that every generalized Boolean f::nction is deter- 
mined by its values on the elements of A”. q 
R-k 5. We return now to Example 4. The function f of one variable: which is 
defined in Exanple 4 is not a Boolean one since otherwise we should have 
f(x)=a l ZUx for every DEB. But f(a)=li#aGiUa. 
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